


 N31157 Soft Linen Look Light Natural - Oak Effect Leg

N31165

M945

Soft Linen Look Mid Grey - Oak Effect Leg

68 Soft Texture Mineral Grey - Natural Leg

T30122 Fine Chenille mink-Oak effected leg

M77647 Tweedy plain navy-Oak effected leg

U49951 Chunky Weave Mid Grey - Oak Effect Leg

T83749 Tweedy Plain Natural - Oak Effected leg

T99532 Chunky Weave Mid Natural - Oak Effect Leg

883803 Opulence Airforce - Natural Leg

U54740 Soft Texture Light Grey - Oak Effect Leg
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We suggest you retain these instructions for future reference.
Keep fittings out of children's reach and keep children well
away from construction area.
This product should only be used on firm level ground.
Please periodically check all fittings and re-tighten as necessary.
Please do not jump or stand on your furniture.
Avoid exposing the furniture to excessive heat or direct sunlight
as this can cause damage to the materials and deterioration of the color. 
Do not use this item if components are missing or broken
This product is not suitable for outdoor use

We suggest you spend a short time reading through
this leaflet before you start.
When you are ready to start, make sure that you have the
right tools and plenty of space.
Unwrap all packaging materials and place the components on a
clean surface to protect them from damage,
We recommend that the packaging is used to protect the surfaces
during assembly
Carefully check that you have all the parts before beginning assembly.
Ensure the product is fully assembled as illustrated and all fixings
fully tightened before use. 
Check fixings regularly to ensure they remain tight
Always wipe dry after cleaning.
Keep away from strong heat sources.
Regularly check that the protective feet on the legs are fitted before use.
To clean your items, please lightly wipe with a slightly dampened cloth
For leather items dust regularly with a soft cloth, preferably once a week, 
to keep the leather pores free from dust particles
For velvet items use a soft brush lightly dress the fabric. Lightly wipe with
a slightly dampened cloth to clean. 
For velvet items avoid scratching the fabric as the pile may not recover 
and permanently mark it.

Do not drag your furniture. 
Do not use silicone based furniture polish. Silicone in furniture 
polishes can break down the lacquer finish
Never allow any kind of liquid to remain on your furniture.
Absorption can cause materials to warp or finishes to de-laminate or stain.
Do not stand or lean back on your chairs.

Don´ts
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